
From: Jan Meerman meerman@btl.net
Subject: Re: Using Gra Gra National Park map from your site to improve OpenStreetMap

Date: July 19, 2021 at 12:17 PM
To: Andrew Wiseman andrew_wiseman@apple.com

Andrew,

By all means, use these shapefiles! That's why I gave you the link

Jan Meerman
Molenweg 18
4307 AJ Oosterland
06 51849392

On 19/07/2021 20:32, Andrew Wiseman wrote:
And a follow up, can the other shapefiles at http://www.biodiversity.bz/ be used to improve OSM as well? I can add the requested
citation to https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Contributors as well. It looks like a lot of great information!

Thanks!

Andrew 

Andrew Wiseman |  Maps | iPhone: +1.202.270.4464 | andrew_wiseman@apple.com

On Jul 19, 2021, at 11:29 AM, Andrew Wiseman <andrew_wiseman@apple.com> wrote:

Fantastic, thanks very much!! In that case I will add you to the OSM Contributors page too: 
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Contributors

Andrew

On Jul 15, 2021, at 11:51 PM, Meerman <meerman@biological-diversity.info> wrote:

Andrew,

Feel free to use those maps. For any additional shapefiles see http://www.biodiversity.bz/

Jan Meerman
Molenweg 18
4307 AJ Oosterland
06 51849392

On 15/07/2021 00:19, Andrew Wiseman wrote:
Hello,

I recently saw the maps at http://biological-diversity.info/gragra.htm and http://biological-
diversity.info/Downloads/NPAPSP/NPAPSP_2005.pdf and thought they could be useful to improve OpenStreetMap, the free 
and open map of the world. I was wondering if it would be OK to use the maps, or if you have any shapefiles or other geo-data for Gra
Gra national park or for other parks around the country that you could share. 

OpenStreetMap is used by many businesses, nonprofits, humanitarian groups, local governments and local organizations, and many 
national parks, protected areas and other features such as Gra Gra are missing from OSM. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!

Andrew

Andrew Wiseman |  Maps | iPhone: +1.202.270.4464 | andrew_wiseman@apple.com
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